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(54) LIQUID EJECTION HEAD AND LIQUID EJECTION DEVICE

(57) According to one embodiment, a drive signal in-
cludes an auxiliary pulse (B), an ejection pulse (Da), a
cancel pulse (Pa), and a damping pulse (DMP), in this
order. The auxiliary pulse drives an actuator so that the
pressure is increased. The ejection pulse drives the ac-
tuator so that the pressure is reduced to eject the liquid.
The cancel pulse drives the actuator so that the pressure
is increased to suppress residual vibration of the liquid.

The damping pulse drives the actuator so that the pres-
sure is reduced to suppress the residual vibration. A pulse
width of the auxiliary pulse is AL or less . A pulse width
of the cancel pulse is 2 AL. A length from an end of the
application of the cancel pulse to a start of the application
of the damping pulse is 0.2 AL to 0.4 AL. A pulse width
of the damping pulse is 0.2 AL to 0.4 AL.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] Embodiments described herein relate to a liquid
ejection head and a liquid ejection device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A liquid ejection device (inkjet printer) equipped
with a liquid ejection head (inkjet head) that ejects liquid
such as ink from a nozzle is known. Such a liquid ejection
head ejects a droplet by an operation of an actuator by
application of a drive signal to the actuator. In the related
art, in order to change an ejected droplet amount by a
driving method of the liquid ejection head, a change of
the head structure such as a change of the diameter of
a nozzle and a change of the strength of the actuator to
the different strength is required. If the shape of the noz-
zle is changed, the print quality is also changed, and thus
it takes time to adjust the drive waveform.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example of
a main configuration of an inkjet recording device
according to an embodiment;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view illustrating an example
of an inkjet head in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a schematic view of a liquid supply device
in FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a plan view of a head substrate that can be
applied to an inkjet head illustrated in FIG. 1;
FIG. 5 is a sectional view of the head substrate taken
along line AA illustrated in FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the head substrate
illustrated in FIG. 4;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a state of a pressure
chamber;
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a state in which one
pressure chamber is expanded;
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating a state in which one
pressure chamber is shrunk;
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of a drive
waveform according to the embodiment which is ap-
plied by a drive circuit to an actuator;
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an example of a drive
waveform in the related art which is applied by the
drive circuit to the actuator;
FIG. 12 is a graph indicating pulse width-ejection vol-
ume characteristics of an auxiliary pulse;
FIG. 13 is a graph indicating the ejection volume for
each number of drops with respect to the drive wave-
form of the embodiment and the drive waveform in
the related art; and
FIG. 14 is a graph indicating the ejection speed for

each number of drops with respect to the drive wave-
form of the embodiment and the drive waveform in
the related art.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0004] An object to be solved by the embodiment is to
provide a liquid ejection head and a liquid ejection device
that can change an ejection amount without changing a
head structure.
[0005] In general, according to one embodiment, a liq-
uid ejection head includes a pressure chamber, an actu-
ator, and a drive circuit. The pressure chamber contains
liquid. The actuator changes pressure of the liquid in re-
sponse to an applied drive signal. The drive circuit ap-
plies, to the actuator, the drive signal including an auxil-
iary pulse, an ejection pulse, a cancel pulse, and a damp-
ing pulse, in this order. The auxiliary pulse drives the
actuator so that the pressure is increased. The ejection
pulse drives the actuator so that the pressure is reduced
to eject the liquid from a nozzle that communicates with
the pressure chamber. The cancel pulse drives the ac-
tuator so that the pressure is increased to suppress re-
sidual vibration of the liquid. The damping pulse drives
the actuator so that the pressure is reduced to suppress
the residual vibration. A pulse width of the auxiliary pulse
is equal to or less than a half cycle of a main acoustic
resonance frequency of a liquid in the pressure chamber.
A pulse width of the cancel pulse is 2 times of the half
cycle. A length from an end of the cancel pulse to a start
of the damping pulse is 0.2 times to 0.4 times of the half
cycle. The pulse width of the damping pulse is 0 .2 times
to 0.4 times of the half cycle .
[0006] Preferably, the drive circuit continuously applies
the drive signal to the actuator by the number of times of
continuous ejection of the liquid, and a length from an
end of the damping pulse to a start of the subsequent
drive signal is 0.2 times to 0.4 times of the half cycle.
[0007] Preferably, a cycle of the drive signal is an odd
multiple of the half cycle.
[0008] Preferably, a pulse width of the ejection pulse
is the half cycle.
[0009] The invention also relates to a liquid ejection
device comprising the abovementioned liquid ejection
head and a liquid supplying device configured to supply
the liquid to the pressure chamber of the liquid ejection
head.
[0010] Hereinafter, an inkjet recording device accord-
ing to an embodiment is described with reference to the
drawings. In each drawing used for the description of the
following embodiments, the scale of each part may be
changed as appropriate. In addition, in each drawing
used in the following embodiment, the configuration may
be omitted for the sake of explanation. Further, in each
drawing and in the present specification, the same ref-
erence numerals indicate similar elements.
[0011] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
of a main configuration of an inkjet recording device 1
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according to the embodiment.
[0012] The inkjet recording device 1 forms an image
on an image forming medium S with a liquid recording
material such as ink. For example, the inkjet recording
device 1 includes a plurality of liquid ejection units 2, a
head supporting mechanism 3 that movably supports the
liquid ejection units 2, and a medium supporting mech-
anism 4 that movably supports the image forming medi-
um S. For example, the image forming medium S is
sheet-shaped paper. The inkjet recording device 1 is an
example of a liquid ejection device.
[0013] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the plurality of liquid ejec-
tion units 2 are supported by the head supporting mech-
anism 3 in a state of being disposed in parallel in a pre-
determined direction. The head supporting mechanism
3 is attached to a belt 6 hung on a roller 5. The inkjet
recording device 1 can move the head supporting mech-
anism 3 in a main deflection direction M orthogonal to a
conveyance direction of the image forming medium S by
rotating the roller 5. The liquid ejection unit 2 integrally
includes an inkjet head 10 and a liquid supply device 20.
The liquid ejection unit 2 performs an ejection operation
by ejecting liquid I such as ink from the inkjet head 10.
For example, the inkjet recording device 1 operates in a
scanning method of forming a desired image on the fac-
ing image forming medium S by performing a liquid ejec-
tion operation while reciprocating the head supporting
mechanism 3 in the main deflection direction M. Other-
wise, the inkjet recording device 1 may operate in a sin-
gle-pass method of performing a liquid ejection operation
without moving the head supporting mechanism 3. In this
case, the roller 5 and the belt 6 may not be provided. In
this case, the head supporting mechanism 3 is fixed to,
for example, the housing of the inkjet recording device 1
or the like. Further, in this case, the conveyance direction
of the image forming medium S is, for example, the M
direction. Further, the inkjet head 10 is an example of the
liquid ejection head.
[0014] The plurality of liquid ejection units 2 respec-
tively correspond to any one of four color ink of cyan,
magenta, yellow, and key (black) (CMYK). That is, the
plurality of liquid ejection units 2 respectively correspond
to any one of cyan ink, magenta ink, yellow ink, and black
ink. Also, each of the plurality of liquid ejection units 2
ejects the corresponding color ink. The liquid ejection
units 2 can continuously eject one or a plurality of droplets
of the corresponding color ink to one pixel on the image
forming medium S. As the pixel has a larger number of
times of the continuous ejection, the amount of the droplet
landing to one pixel becomes larger. Accordingly, as the
pixel has a larger number of times of the continuous ejec-
tion, the corresponding color becomes thicker. There-
fore, the inkjet recording device 1 can express the gra-
dation of the image formed on the image forming medium
S.
[0015] FIG. 2 is a perspective view illustrating an ex-
ample of the inkjet head 10. The inkjet head 10 includes
nozzles 101, a head substrate 102, a drive circuit 103,

and a manifold 104.
[0016] The manifold 104 includes an ink supply port
105 and an ink discharge port 106. The ink supply port
105 is a supply port for supplying the liquid I to the nozzles
101. The ink discharge port 106 is a discharge port of
the liquid I. The nozzle 101 ejects droplets of the liquid I
supplied from the ink supply port 105 in response to a
drive signal from the drive circuit 103. The liquid I ejected
from the nozzles 101 is discharged from the ink discharge
port 106.
[0017] FIG. 3 is a schematic view of the liquid supply
device 20 used in the inkjet recording device 1. The liquid
supply device 20 is a device for supplying the liquid I to
the inkjet head 10. The liquid supply device 20 includes
a supply-side ink tank 21, a discharge-side ink tank 22,
a supply-side pressure adjustment pump 23, a transport
pump 24, a discharge-side pressure adjustment pump
25, and a supply pump 26. These are connected to each
other by a tube through which the liquid I can flow.
[0018] The supply-side ink tank 21 is connected to the
ink supply port 105 via a tube. The supply-side ink tank
21 supplies the liquid I to the ink supply port 105 of the
inkjet head 10.
[0019] The discharge-side ink tank 22 is connected to
the ink discharge port 106 via the tube. The discharge-
side ink tank 22 temporarily stores the liquid I discharged
from the ink discharge port 106 of the inkjet head 10
[0020] The supply-side pressure adjustment pump 23
adjusts the pressure of the supply-side ink tank 21.
[0021] The transport pump 24 causes the liquid I stored
in the discharge-side ink tank 22 to flow back to the sup-
ply-side ink tank 21 via the tube.
[0022] The discharge-side pressure adjustment pump
25 adjusts the pressure of the discharge-side ink tank 22.
[0023] The supply pump 26 sends the liquid I in an ink
cartridge 30 to the supply-side ink tank 21 of the liquid
supply device 20.
[0024] The ink cartridge 30 includes a tank that can
contain the liquid I. The ink cartridge 30 stores liquid in-
formation. The liquid information is information relating
to the liquid I in the ink cartridge 30.
[0025] The inkjet head 10 is specifically described.
[0026] FIG. 4 is a plan view of the head substrate 102
that can be applied to the inkjet head 10. In FIG. 4, the
internal structure of the head substrate 102 is illustrated
with a part of the lower left portion of a nozzle plate 109
not illustrated. FIG. 5 is a sectional view of the head sub-
strate 102 taken along line AA illustrated in FIG. 4. FIG.
6 is a perspective view of the head substrate 102 illus-
trated in FIG. 4.
[0027] As illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, the head sub-
strate 102 includes a piezoelectric member 107, an ink
flow path member 108, the nozzle plate 109, a frame
member 110, and a plate wall 111. In the ink flow path
member 108, an ink supply hole 112 and an ink discharge
hole 113 are formed. A space that is surrounded by the
ink flow path member 108, the nozzle plate 109, the frame
member 110, and the plate wall 111 and in which the ink
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supply hole 112 is formed is an ink supply path 114. A
space that is surrounded by the ink flow path member
108, the nozzle plate 109, the frame member 110, and
the plate wall 111 and in which the ink discharge hole
113 is formed is an ink discharge path 117. The ink supply
hole 112 communicates with the ink supply path 114.
The ink discharge hole 113 communicates with the ink
discharge path 117. The ink supply hole 112 is fluidly
connected to the ink supply port 105 of the manifold 104.
The ink discharge hole 113 is fluidly connected to the ink
discharge port 106 of the manifold 104.
[0028] The piezoelectric member 107 has a plurality
of long grooves from the ink supply path 114 to the ink
discharge path 117. These long grooves become a por-
tion of pressure chambers 115 or air chambers 116. The
pressure chambers 115 and the air chambers 116 are
formed one by one. That is, the piezoelectric member
107 is formed by alternating the pressure chambers 115
and the air chambers 116. The air chambers 116 are
formed by blocking both ends of the long grooves with
the plate wall 111. The blocking of the both ends of the
long grooves with the plate wall 111 prevents the liquid
I of the ink supply path 114 and the ink discharge path
117 from flowing into the air chambers 116. Grooves are
formed in portions of the plate wall 111 that are in contact
with the pressure chambers 115. Accordingly, the liquid
I flows from the ink supply path 114 into the pressure
chambers 115 and is discharged from the pressure
chambers 115 to the ink discharge path 117. The pres-
sure chambers 115 contain the inflow liquid I.
[0029] As illustrated in FIGS. 6 to 9, wiring electrodes
119 (1191, 1192, 1193, and the like) are formed in the
piezoelectric member 107. Electrodes 120 described be-
low are formed on the inner surfaces of the piezoelectric
members of the pressure chambers 115 and the air
chambers 116. The wiring electrodes 119 are electrically
connected to the electrodes 120 and the drive circuit 103.
The ink flow path member 108, the frame member 110,
and the plate wall 111 are preferably configured, for ex-
ample, with a material with a small dielectric constant
and a small difference in thermal expansion coefficient
from the piezoelectric member. For example, as the ma-
terial, alumina (Al2O3), silicon nitride (Si3N4), silicon car-
bide (SiC), aluminum nitride (AlN), or lead zirconate ti-
tanate (PZT) can be used.
[0030] As illustrated in FIGS. 7 to 9, the piezoelectric
member 107 is formed by stacking the piezoelectric
member 1071 and the piezoelectric member 1072. FIGS.
7 to 9 are diagrams illustrating states of the pressure
chamber. The polarization directions of the piezoelectric
member 1071 and the piezoelectric member 1072 are
opposite to each other along the plate thickness direction.
In the piezoelectric member 107, a plurality of long
grooves that connect the ink supply path 114 and the ink
discharge path 117 are formed in parallel.
[0031] The electrodes 120 (1201, 1202, 1203, and the
like) are formed on the inner surface of each long groove.
Spaces surrounded by the long grooves and one surface

of the nozzle plate 109 that covers the long grooves be-
come the pressure chambers 115 and the air chambers
116. In the example of FIG. 7, spaces indicated by ref-
erence numerals of 1152, 1154, 1156, and the like are
the pressure chambers 115, and spaces indicated by ref-
erence numerals of 1161, 1163, 1165, and the like are
the air chambers 116.
[0032] As described above, the pressure chambers
115 and the air chambers 116 are alternately arranged.
The electrodes 120 are connected to the drive circuit 103
via the wiring electrodes 119. The piezoelectric members
107 that configure the partition walls of the pressure
chambers 115 are sandwiched by the electrodes 120 pro-
vided on the inner walls of the long grooves. The piezo-
electric member 107 and the electrodes 120 configure
actuators 118.
[0033] The drive circuit 103 applies an electric field to
the actuators 118 by drive signals. In the same manner
as the actuator 1184 and 1185 of FIG. 8, the actuators
118 are shear-deformed by the applied electric field with
the joint portion between the piezoelectric member 1071
and the piezoelectric member 1072 as an apex. Due to
the deformation of the actuators 118, the volumes of the
pressure chambers 115 change. The liquid I inside the
pressure chambers 115 is pressurized or depressurized
by the change of the volumes of the pressure chambers
115. The liquid I is ejected from the nozzles 101 (1012,
1014, 1016, and the like) by the pressurization or depres-
surization. As the piezoelectric member 107, for exam-
ple, lead zirconate titanate (PZT: Pb (Zr,Ti)O3), lithium
niobate (LiNbO3), or lithium tantalate (LiTaO3) can be
used. Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) having a high piezo-
electric constant is preferable.
[0034] The electrode 120 has, for example, a two-layer
structure of nickel (Ni) and gold (Au) . The electrodes 120
are uniformly formed in the long grooves by, for example,
a plating method. In addition to the plating method, as
the method of forming the electrodes 120, a sputtering
method or an evaporation method can be used. The long
grooves in a shape of 1.5 to 2.5 [mm] in a longitudinal
direction with a depth of 150.0 to 300.0 [mm], and a width
of 30.0 to 110.0 [mm] are arranged in parallel at a pitch
of 70 to 180 [mm]. As described above, the long grooves
become a portion of the pressure chambers 115 or the
air chambers 116. The pressure chambers 115 and the
air chambers 116 are arranged in parallel.
[0035] The nozzle plates 109 are adhered onto the pi-
ezoelectric member 107. The nozzles 101 are formed in
the central portion in the longitudinal direction with re-
spect to the pressure chambers 115 of the nozzle plate
109. The material of the nozzle plate 109 is, for example,
a polyimide film. Otherwise, the material of the nozzle
plate 109 may be a metal material such as stainless steel,
an inorganic material such as single crystal silicon, or a
resin material such as a polyimide film.
[0036] The inkjet head 10 described above includes
the ink supply path 114 at one ends of the pressure cham-
bers 115, the ink discharge path 117 at the other ends
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thereof, and the nozzles 101 in the centers of the pres-
sure chambers 115. The inkjet head 10 is not limited to
the configuration example. For example, the inkjet head
may include nozzles at one ends of the pressure cham-
bers 115 and ink supply paths at the other ends thereof.
[0037] Subsequently, the operation principle of the
inkjet head 10 according to the embodiment is described
by using FIGS. 7 to 9.
[0038] FIG. 7 illustrates the head substrate 102 in the
state in which a ground voltage is applied to all of the
electrodes 120 via the wiring electrodes 119. In FIG. 7,
all of the electrodes 120 have the same potential, and
thus no electric field is applied to the actuators 1181 to
1188. Therefore, the actuators 1181 to 1188 are not de-
formed.
[0039] FIG. 8 illustrates the head substrate 102 in the
state in which a voltage Va is applied only to the electrode
1204. In the state illustrated in FIG. 8, there is the potential
difference between the electrode 1204 and the elec-
trodes 1203 and 1205 adjacent to the electrode 1204. A
voltage -Va is applied to the actuators 1184 and 1185.
The actuators 1184 and 1185 are shear-deformed so that
the volume of the pressure chamber 1154 is expanded
by the applied potential difference. Here, if the voltage
of the electrode 1204 returns from Va to the ground volt-
age, the actuators 1184 and 1185 return from the state
of FIG. 8 to the state of FIG. 7.
[0040] In FIG. 9, the volume of the pressure chamber
1154 is reduced. In FIG. 9, the actuators 1184 and 1185
are deformed to a shape opposite to the state illustrated
in FIG. 8.
[0041] FIG. 9 illustrates the head substrate 102 in a
state in which the electrode 1204 is set to the ground
voltage, and the voltage Va is applied only to the elec-
trodes 1203 and 1205. In the state illustrated in FIG. 9,
a potential difference (opposite electric field) opposite to
that in FIG. 8 occurs between the electrode 1204 and the
electrodes 1203 and 1205 adjacent to the electrode
1204. The voltage Va is applied to the actuators 1184
and 1185. The actuators 1184 and 1185 are shear-de-
formed in a direction opposite to the shape illustrated in
FIG. 8 due to the applied potential difference. Here, if the
voltages of the electrodes 1203 and 1205 return from Va
to the ground voltage, the actuators 1184 and 1185 return
from the state of FIG. 9 to the state of FIG. 7.
[0042] In the case of the transition from the state of
FIG. 8 to the state of FIG. 7 and the case of the transition
from the state of FIG. 7 to the state of FIG. 9, the volumes
of the pressure chambers 115 decrease so that the pres-
sures of the liquid I in the pressure chambers 115 in-
crease, and droplets are ejected from the nozzles 101.
[0043] A method of applying a voltage for deforming
the pressure chamber 1154 is not limited to the examples
of FIGS. 7 to 9.
[0044] For example, the drive circuit 103 applies the
same voltage as the voltage Va or the like to the elec-
trodes 1203 to 1205, that is, causes the electrodes 1203
to 1205 to have the same potential. Accordingly, the ac-

tuators 1184 and 1185 are in an undeformed state. In
this case, the pressure chamber 1154 is in an unde-
formed state.
[0045] For example, the drive circuit 103 applies the
ground voltage to the electrode 1204 and applies the
negative voltage -Va to the electrodes 1203 and 1205
adjacent thereto. Accordingly, the voltage -Va is applied
to the actuators 1184 and 1185 in the same manner as
in the case of FIG. 8. Also, the actuators 1184 and 1185
are deformed so as to expand the volume of the pressure
chamber 1154 in the same manner as in the case of FIG.
8. For example, the drive circuit 103 applies the positive
voltage Va/2 to the electrode 1204 and applies the neg-
ative voltage -Va/2 to the electrodes 1203 and 1205 ad-
jacent thereto. Accordingly, the voltage -Va is applied to
the actuators 1184 and 1185 in the same manner as in
the case of FIG. 8. Also, the actuators 1184 and 1185
are deformed so that the volume of the pressure chamber
1154 is expanded in the same manner as in the case of
FIG. 8.
[0046] For example, the drive circuit 103 applies the
negative voltage -Va to the electrode 1204 and applies
the ground voltage to the electrodes 1203 and 1205 ad-
jacent thereto. Accordingly, the voltage Va is applied to
the actuators 1184 and 1185 in the same manner as in
the case of FIG. 9. The actuators 1184 and 1185 are
deformed so that the volume of the pressure chamber
1154 is shrunk in the same manner as in the case of FIG.
9. For example, the drive circuit 103 applies the negative
voltage -Va/2 to the electrode 1204 and applies the volt-
age Va/2 to the electrodes 1203 and 1205 adjacent there-
to. According to this, the voltage Va is applied to the ac-
tuators 1184 and 1185 in the same manner as in the case
of FIG. 9. The actuators 1184 and 1185 are deformed so
that the volume of the pressure chamber 1154 is shrunk
in the same manner as in the case of FIG. 9.
[0047] From the above, the drive circuit 103 is an ex-
ample of an application unit that applies a drive signal to
the actuator 118.
[0048] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a drive waveform Wa according to the embodiment which
is applied by the drive circuit 103 to the actuator 118. The
drive waveform Wa indicates the waveform for one time
of the droplet ejection. A drive waveform in a case where
droplets are continuously ejected a plurality of times is
formed by continuously repeating the drive waveform Wa
by the number of times of the ejection. The drive wave-
form Wa includes an auxiliary pulse B, a holding element
Raa, an ejection pulse Da, a holding element Rab, a can-
cel pulse Pa, and a damping waveform. The damping
waveform is configured with a holding element REa, a
damping pulse DMP, and a holding element REb.
[0049] The auxiliary pulse B is a square wave pulse of
the voltage Va applied to the actuator 118 in order to
generate pressure vibration for promoting the droplet
ejection. The auxiliary pulse B is the reduction pulse for
increasing the pressure in the pressure chamber 115 by
reducing the volume of the pressure chamber 115. A
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pulse width LB of the auxiliary pulse B is 1 AL or less.
This is because, if the pulse width LB is 1 AL or less, the
pulse width of the pressure vibration of the liquid I in the
pressure chamber 115 can be increased. The droplet
ejection amount can be changed by changing the pulse
width of the auxiliary pulse B. The pulse width is the time
from the start of the application of the pulse to the end
of the application. AL is the time of a half of a natural
vibration cycle (a cycle in a main acoustic resonance fre-
quency) of the liquid I in the pressure chamber 115 (half
cycle). AL is an abbreviation of an acoustic length.
[0050] The holding element Raa indicates a period
when a voltage 0 is applied to the actuators 118 from the
end of the application of the auxiliary pulse B to the start
of the application of the ejection pulse Da.
[0051] The ejection pulse Da is a square wave pulse
of the voltage -Va that is applied to the actuator 118 for
the droplet ejection. The ejection pulse Da is an expan-
sion pulse for reducing the pressure in the pressure
chamber 115 by expanding the volume of the pressure
chamber 115. A pulse width LD of the ejection pulse Da
is preferably 1 AL. This is because the droplet ejection
force is increased.
[0052] The holding element Rab indicates a period
when the voltage 0 is applied to the actuator 118 from
the end of the application of the ejection pulse Da to the
start of the application of the cancel pulse Pa. A length
LR of the period of the holding element Rab is preferably
the minimum time when the drive circuit 103 can apply
the voltage 0 to the actuator 118. The corresponding min-
imum time depends on, for example, the performance of
the drive circuit 103.
[0053] The cancel pulse Pa is a square wave pulse of
the voltage Va applied to the actuator 118 for suppressing
the residual vibration. The cancel pulse Pa is a reduction
pulse that increases the pressure in the pressure cham-
ber 115 by reducing the volume of the pressure chamber
115. A pulse width LP of the cancel pulse Pa is preferably
2 AL. This is because the residual vibration can be ef-
fectively suppressed.
[0054] The damping waveform is a waveform that is
applied to the actuator 118 for suppressing the residual
vibration.
[0055] The holding element REa indicates a period
when the voltage 0 is applied to the actuator 118 from
the end of the application of the cancel pulse Pa to the
start of the application of the damping pulse DMP. A
length LRa of the period of the holding element REa is
preferably 0.2 AL to 0.4 AL. If the length LRa is 0.2 AL
to 0.4 AL, the residual vibration can be effectively sup-
pressed. If the length LRa has a value close to 1 AL, the
residual vibration increases in some cases, and thus the
length LRa is set to the time shorter than 1 AL.
[0056] The damping pulse DMP is a square wave pulse
of the voltage -Va applied to the actuator 118. The damp-
ing pulse DMP is an expansion pulse for reducing the
pressure in the pressure chamber 115 by expanding the
volume of the pressure chamber 115. The pulse width

LD of the damping pulse DMP is preferably 0.2 AL to 0.4
AL.
[0057] The holding element REb indicates a period
when the voltage 0 is applied to the actuator 118 from
the end of the application of the damping pulse DMP to
the end of the application of the drive waveform Wa. If
the drive waveform Wa is continuously applied subse-
quent to the drive waveform Wa, the holding element
REb indicates a period when the voltage 0 is applied to
the actuator 118 from the end of the application of the
damping pulse DMP to the start of the application of the
auxiliary pulse B of the subsequent drive waveform Wa.
A length LRb of the period of the holding element REb
is preferably 0.2 AL to 0.4 AL.
[0058] A length LDR of the damping waveform is pref-
erably 1 AL or less. The length LDR is a length of the
total period of the length LRa, the pulse width LD, and
the length LRb.
[0059] A cycle La of the drive waveform Wa is prefer-
ably an odd multiple of AL and more preferably 5 AL.
[0060] FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a drive waveform Wb in the related art which is applied
by the drive circuit 103 to the actuator 118. The drive
waveform Wb indicates a waveform for one time of the
droplet ejection. The drive waveform in a case where
droplets are continuously ejected a plurality of times is
formed by continuously repeating the drive waveform Wa
by the number of times of the ejection. The drive wave-
form Wa includes an ejection pulse Db, a holding element
Rb, and a cancel pulse Pb.
[0061] The ejection pulse Db is a square wave pulse
of the voltage -Va applied to the actuator 118 for the
droplet ejection. The ejection pulse Da is an expansion
pulse for reducing the pressure in the pressure chamber
115 by expanding the volume of the pressure chamber
115. The pulse width of the ejection pulse Db is 1 AL.
[0062] The holding element Rb indicates a period when
the voltage 0 is applied to the actuator 118 from the end
of the application of the ejection pulse Db to the start of
the application of the cancel pulse Pb.
[0063] The cancel pulse Pb is a square wave pulse of
the voltage Va applied to the actuator 118 for suppressing
the residual vibration. The cancel pulse Pb is a reduction
pulse for increasing the pressure in the pressure cham-
ber 115 by reducing the volume of the pressure chamber
115.

[Examples]

[0064] An embodiment for carrying out the above em-
bodiment is described with reference to an example. The
example does not limit the scope of the above embodi-
ment.
[0065] The drive waveform Wa with LD = 2.55 [ms], LR
= 0.2 [ms], LP = 5.10 [ms], LRa = 0.85 [ms], LD = 0.85
[ms], and LRb = 0.65 [ms] is applied to the inkjet head 10
of the example. In the example, 1 AL = 2.55 [ms]. In this
case, the volume of the droplet ejected if the pulse width
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LB of the auxiliary pulse B changes variously is illustrated
in FIG. 12. FIG. 12 is a graph indicating pulse width-
ejection volume characteristics of an auxiliary pulse. As
illustrated in FIG. 12, as the pulse width LB is longer, the
droplet ejection volume becomes larger.
[0066] The drive waveform Wa with LB = 1.40 [ms], LD
= 2.55 [ms], LR = 0.2 [ms], LP = 5.10 [ms], LRa = 0.85
[ms], LD = 0. 85 [ms], and LRb = 0.65 [ms] is applied to
the inkjet heads 10 of the example. The drive waveform
Wb in the related art as a comparative example is applied
to the inkjet head 10. In this case, the ejection volumes
of droplets for each number of drops with respect to the
respective drive waveforms are indicated in FIG. 13. The
ejection speeds of the droplets for each number of drops
with respect to the respective drive waveforms in this
case are indicated in FIG. 14. FIG. 13 is a graph indicating
the ejection volume for each number of drops with respect
to the drive waveform of the embodiment and the drive
waveform in the related art. FIG. 14 is a graph indicating
the ejection speed for each number of drops with respect
to the drive waveform of the embodiment and the drive
waveform in the related art. The number of drops indi-
cates the number of times of the continuous ejection of
the droplets.
[0067] As illustrated in FIG. 13, it is understood that,
in the drive waveform Wa of the embodiment, the ejection
volume increases in proportion to the number of drops
in the same manner as in the drive waveform Wb in the
related art. Accordingly, the inkjet head 10 of the embod-
iment can express stable gradation by using the drive
waveform Wa of the embodiment.
[0068] As illustrated in FIG. 14, it is understood that,
in the drive waveform Wa of the embodiment, the ejection
speed is in the same level regardless of the number of
drops in the same manner as in the drive waveform Wb
in the related art. Accordingly, the inkjet head 10 of the
embodiment can perform stable ejection by using the
drive waveform Wa of the embodiment.
[0069] The above embodiment can be deformed as
follows.
[0070] The inkjet recording device 1 of the embodiment
is an inkjet printer for forming a two-dimensional image
with ink on the image forming medium S. However, the
inkjet recording device of the embodiment is not limited
thereto. The inkjet recording device of the embodiment
may be, for example, a 3D printer, an industrial manu-
facturing machine, or a medical machine. If the inkjet
recording device of the embodiment is a 3D printer, an
industrial manufacturing machine, a medical machine, or
the like, the inkjet recording device of the embodiment
forms a three-dimensional object, for example, by eject-
ing a substance to be a raw material, a binder for solid-
ifying the raw material, or the like from the inkjet head.
[0071] The inkjet recording device 1 of the embodiment
includes four liquid ejection units 2, and colors of the liquid
I respectively used by the liquid ejection units 2 are cyan,
magenta, yellow, and black. However, the number of the
liquid ejection units 2 included in the inkjet recording de-

vice is not limited to four, and may not be plural. The
colors and characteristics of the liquid I respectively used
by the liquid ejection units 2 are not limited.
[0072] The liquid ejection unit 2 can eject transparent
glossy ink, ink that develops color when irradiated with
infrared rays, ultraviolet rays, or the like, or other special
ink. Further, the liquid ejection unit 2 may be a unit that
can eject liquid other than ink. The liquid I ejected by the
liquid ejection unit 2 may be dispersion liquid such as a
suspension. Examples of the liquid other than the ink
ejected by the liquid ejection unit 2 include liquid contain-
ing conductive particles for forming a wiring pattern of a
printed wiring substrate, liquid containing cells for artifi-
cially forming a tissue or an organ, a binder such as an
adhesive, wax, and a liquid resin.
[0073] In addition to the embodiment, the inkjet head
10 may have, for example, a structure of ejecting ink by
deforming a diaphragm with static electricity or a struc-
ture of ejecting ink from a nozzle by using thermal energy
of a heater or the like. In these cases, the diaphragm,
the heater, or the like is an actuator that changes the
pressure of ink in the pressure chamber.
[0074] While certain embodiments have been de-
scribed, these embodiments have been presented by
way of example only, and are not intended to limit the
scope of the inventions . Indeed, the novel embodiment
described herein may be embodied in a variety of other
forms; furthermore, various omissions, substitutions and
changes in the form of the embodiments described herein
may be made without departing from the scope of the
inventions. The accompanying claims and their equiva-
lents are intended to cover such forms or modifications
as would fall within the scope of the inventions.

Claims

1. A liquid ejection head comprising:

a pressure chamber configured to contain liquid;
an actuator configured to change pressure of
the liquid in response to an applied drive signal;
and
a drive circuit configured to apply, to the actua-
tor, the drive signal including an auxiliary pulse
for driving the actuator so that the pressure is
increased, an ejection pulse for driving the ac-
tuator so that the pressure is reduced to eject
the liquid from a nozzle that communicates with
the pressure chamber, a cancel pulse for driving
the actuator so that the pressure is increased to
suppress residual vibration of the liquid, and a
damping pulse for driving the actuator so that
the pressure is reduced to suppress the residual
vibration, in this order,
wherein a pulse width of the auxiliary pulse is
equal to or less than a half cycle of a main acous-
tic resonance frequency of the liquid in the pres-
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sure chamber,
a pulse width of the cancel pulse is two times of
the half cycle,
a length from an end of the cancel pulse to a
start of the damping pulse is 0.2 times to 0.4
times of the half cycle, and
a pulse width of the damping pulse is 0.2 times
to 0.4 times of the half cycle.

2. The liquid ejection head according to claim 1, where-
in the drive circuit continuously applies the drive sig-
nal to the actuator by the number of times of contin-
uous ejection of the liquid, and
a length from an end of the damping pulse to a start
of the subsequent drive signal is 0.2 times to 0.4
times of the half cycle.

3. The liquid ejection head according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein a cycle of the drive signal is an odd multiple
of the half cycle.

4. The liquid ejection head according to any one of
claims 1 to 3,
wherein a pulse width of the ejection pulse is the half
cycle.

5. A liquid ejection device comprising:

the liquid ejection head according to any one of
claims 1 to 4; and
a liquid supplying device configured to supply
the liquid to the pressure chamber of the liquid
ejection head.
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